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Abstract
This paper reviews previous attempts and the present status of efforts to understand
the structure of slow shocks by means of time dependent numerical calculations.
Studies
carried out using MHD or hybrid-kinetic
codes have demonstrated
qualitative
agreement
with theory. A number of unresolved issues related to hybrid simulatio]ls of the internal
shock structure are discussed in some detail,

1. Introduction
Shock waves are of interest to a large segment of the space and =trophysical
community on a wide range of levels. On a universal Icvcl shock waves are all efficient mechanism
for produci[ig energetic particles, e.g., cosmic rays. On a smaller scale (< solar systcm),
shocks are discontinuitim
~sociated
with the solar wind (c. g,, interplanetary
shocks, planetary bow shocks, terminator shock, etc.). On an even shorter scale (many km) shocks arc
a most interesting plasma physics cngirl(’ that corlvcrts directed particle motion into randcm eilergy and p!asnla waves. Ilmwvcr, when one thinks of shock waves, almost always
onc has in Inind f’~st shocks [upstream flow speed exceeds the fast (magnctosonic)
speed],
t’,g,,
the c.ontcrlls of ‘hc lccerlt A(;IJ rnnnographs on shocks [Stone and ‘1’surutani, 1!)85;
Tsurutani
and Stonr, 1985]. Slow shocks [upstrearrl flow spcccl excccds t.hc slow mode
speed, hut is Icss tl]afl the intrrrrlrdiiltc
(Alfven) speed] also exis~, but occur much ICSS
frequently.
A fcw slow shocks have bcvn identified in tllc solar wind [Cllao and Olbert,
illl(l
t:llilo, 1971 ; Ilichtvr et al,, 1!)85; Ilichtcr, 198$] and in the Illagnclotnil
1970; llUrIikgiL
1W4U,
19&ib, IQH5, 19R7; Slnith et al., 1984; Fcldrnan, ]088], which hnvu
[Fcldlntin et al.,
The lack of’ a large data LMC
provided nll that is kIlowll about tl]cir intcrni+l structure.
or t)bscrvations hw Iml to an equally small theoretic.nl effort, Except fcm Coronit,i’* [1971]
dct;lilrd invmtig;ttion
of the internal magnetic structure of slow shock:l, thcro have bccl]
fcw other thvorctical [Kurltrowitz and lJctschek, 1966; Neubaucr, 197(i; llnd~ and hcnncl,
1W5; l;drliistoll wnd Krr~llcl, 1986; Schwnrtz cf al,, 1987; Wolfsoll, 1W+7; i{enilcl, 198~]
or nulncrical llitiy~~lli lmd Suto, 197/1, Suto et al,, 1978; Sate, 1970; Swift, I!183, Win~kr
et al. , 1985ti] stu(lim. or) B rllort’ In{lcrosropic HCUIC,in addition to occurring ill ttlv wlur
wind wld rl]ugllvtntmi!, RIOVJutlmkti hnvr bvcn postulntwf to occur in corollu] holr~ [WII~LIig,
1982, lUH(;;, to ~J[’U{w)cintjrd wit]] Col’ollill”Ill/LY!+
ojwt.n [Ilulldllnl]svll et d,, l\l~7] nll(l to
br pnrt of f’lL%t-S](JW sllork !+yr+trlll!+[Whnllx, ]!)H’7]. ]loWrV(’r,
rnorr [Illtl(’rslllll(lillg or Il(nv
~low sll~~(ks work i~ l~v~’(1(’fl1)(’ff)rc Ll}vir i]lll)ortn!lcv r(’]iltiv($ to l’iL~tsl)ocks ii) iwce]rt;ltit)fi
~~i~rticlw nll[l l~s ii ~)ol(’llt,iill Hollr(r of”cosrlli( ruys rnll I)(’ ~~%s(’ss(’{1.
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The purpose of this paper is to resiew previous work of slow shock structure obtainea
As the number >f such investigations
and
from time dependent
numerical calculations
the amount of definitive conclusions obtained from them is rat;:w small, this is not a
complicated t=k, Combined with other unpubli~hed work, a number of unresolved issues
related to modelillg slow mode shocks can be enumerated.
These are discussed in some
detail and are presented here as promising areas for future research.

2. Review

of Previous

Work

In this section previous work involving silnutations of slow shocks is reviewed. Two
types of numerical models have been employrd:
MIID and hybrid-kinetic.
The MHD
calculations [Hay=hi and Sate, 1978; Sato Rt al., 1978; Sate, 1979] use a standard 2-D MHD
The slow shocks form at the interface
resistive model to study magnetic reconnt’ction.
between the external and boundary
layrr regions, consistent with the Petschek model
[1964]. The hybrid-kinetic
studies [Swifl, 1983; Winske et J, 1985a] are one-dimensional
and include ion kinetic effects using particl~ in cell methods and treat the electrons as a
maasless fluid. [See Winske (1985) for a review of the numerical methods involved. ] ln
contr~t to the more global MHD calculations, the hybrid simulations focus on the intrinsic
structure of the shock. llerc we briefly review what is known theoretically about slow mode
shocks and then dcscribc the results of the various simulations and relam them to theory.
A. Theory
Sl”\w shocks havv two intcr(’stirlg ant] in)portant features, First, the cwcrall trarisition
from upstream to downstrcanl
is cllaractcrizcd
by an increzusing density jump (and corrc~
spon(iing dccrc~sr of th(’ r]orrrliil I]oww speed) accolnpfinicd by a dccrewing magllctic field,
as can be in frrrt’d from the llarlkinr-ll~lgoni(~t
relations [Edrniston and Kennel, 1986], As
a result, tl]c mugnctic field is bent toward thu shock normal in the downs trctim region, A
macroscopic collsmlucncc is that tho bow shock which f. rms in front of an obst. ticlr irl the
flow bends towurd thr upstrcarn, ruthrr t!lan tl~~ downstream
Ic.g., occ l’igurc 1, Wolfson
(1987)]. Orl tho otllvr harldl thu plu.srnn flow ill the downs! rcarn is larger al.d is bcrlt awuy
changv ill
from the nornlal clirmtioili Mx:ausc the plasm~ prcssur~ and magnetic picgsur~
opposite directions across. t.hc sl)ock, it is not always c~y to idcrrtify slow shock crossings
l{ic,htcr et al, /198G] havr provided n pructicul
from other typm of Mtll) discorltinuitics.
trst, to distillguistl hctwrvn thww typw of collfiguration:l.
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many rotations
of the magnetic fivlcl arc cxpectccl ~e.g., see Figure 2, Coroniti (1971)].
Observationally,
or,ly the S1OWshock in the near earth magnetotail
[Feldman et al., 1987:
exhibits some sort of trailing wavetrain. The lack of a wavetrain at other slow shocks may
be due to instrumental
limitations or physics issues to be d]scussed later.
B, MHD Simulations
The principal purpose of the MI IL) simulations was to study driven magnetic reconnection with various t- pes of boundary conditions and values for the resist ivity. The
simulations produce an X-point with four slow shocks radiating from it, EMproposed by
Petschek [19641. Figure 1, adapted from Hayashi and Sato [1978] shows the 3-D current
structure (left) and the cross-sectional
structure of the slow mode shocks (right). In the
!eft pane , the plasma in injrcted from the right and left sides and flows out along the top
and bottorxl of the figure. The characteristic
slow shock form, m~s density (p) and T.ressure (p) rising across the s}lock fat x=() 5) while the rr]agnetic field (llz shown) is reduced,
is clearly visible. A detailed analysis of these shocks [Sate, 1979] demonstrates
that the
shocks arr slow mode and that the Ral~ki;lc- IIuqoniot relations are obeyed, In such calculations neither the ion inertial lengt}l or the ion gyroradius are resolved, so no wavetrain is
generated, Such calculation, however, show that strong flows (jets) occur along the plasma
sheet boundary layer downstream
of the shocks. Thus, the overall structure of the slow
shock with decrezu~ing magnetic field bent toward the normal and increasing plasma flow
away from the normal is rcprod Lcc:d.
C. Hybrid Simulations
In the hyt)rid-killrtic
sinlulations a di!rcrcnt approach is followed. These calculations
usc particle ions and fluid elvttrons to look at the intrinsic shock structure
in one spatial
dirncnsiol) [Swift, 19t+3; W’illskr rt al,, ]!)~5i~]. Because the ions arc trratcd kinetically,
includccf, so that the trailing wavctrain
ion inertia and gyror?(]ius cfrf’cts arr Iliitllrillly
can be studied.
SIIc,h types of Calculiiti[)lls UIIOWexamination
of the firlc details of slow
shocks ()]1 ion-l ikt’ ~(.iil(ls; silllilitr r~lctllods have been most succcssfu] in understanding
fast shocks l,croy et d,, 19~2; Quvst, ]!)87], ‘1’here arc, however, a nurnbcr of unresolved
issues associat(’d wittl t~yhrid cocle silllualtiorl~ of slow shocks, These arc discussed in thr
next sect.ion, where the rmult~ of prcviuu~ simulations arc also described, Here wc merely
point out that the pnst work ~Swift, 1983] has lcd to three major conclusions.
First, ~q
wi~h the shocks produrcd in the Mill) trcatrnrnts,
the shock profiles generated with the
hybrid simulations ilr(! consistent with tlic ltrmkillc-I1ugon iot solutions: nar]lcly, oppositely
dircctcd density AII(! rrlilgnctic fi~’ld j~ll~lps and accclcratcd
plasma flows. Second, th~
hybrid sirrmlatit)ns dvlllf)llstr[~t(’ tllc cxistl’r~cr of t.hr trailinK wmvrtrnir] structuro prmfictcd
by Coror]iti 1197 I], Hllowillg tht~t Ilro;t(l ~ll(xk transitions arc indvm] possil)lc, ‘J’liir(l, tll(I
cnlculntiolls show liir~(l lIUXWIof i(~rlsst rri~r[)iIIMupstrcmrll from the sllork, as W(1Ir scell for
Cxmlll)lo nf, t]l(’ !ilo W Nllork ill ttlr !l(’i~rV;lrlll rllllgllvtotili] []’’v](!rlillrlc~ rI/., 1!)87] mI(] ill t]~($
I;lyvr [’1’sllrlll;llli c; (Il., l!)N~l]. ‘1’11[’s0rvsults crlll)t];ksize ttlilt
plwlllllk Nll(’f$tl)ollll(lilr~
tll($
]Ioll-hlill) Ililtllro of SI(NVsl~(}cks rv(ll]ir(’s n killvtic ion irvntrl]rllt h) IiI()[lvl tllvrl] nccllrut(’ly.
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3. Issues
While hybrid simulations have been shown to offer an improved technique for studying
slow mode shocks, there are a number of unsolved prob!ems associated with using such
methods. These are discussed at some length in this secti’~n.
A. Shock Formation
One of three methods can be used to initialize simulations
of slow shocks.
First,
one can start with uniform upstream and downstream states related by Rankin~Hugoniot
conditions, as used by Swift [1983] and by Leroy et a/. [1982] for fzu+t shocks, and let
Figure 2 shows how the shock is formed.
Displayed
the system then evolve in time.
are VZ-X and TJz-x phase spat” for the ions and profiles >f the density (n) and magnetic
field component
(13z). The left panel shows the initial state: upstream state to the left,
downstream to the right. The parameters in this case are: shock normal ang!e fl~n = 60°,
Alfven Mach number MA = 0.5, upstream ion beta pi = 0.01, and upstream electron beta
Be = 01. These conditions correspor,d to a switch off shock, so that B= = O downstream.
Note, consistent with the RankineHugoniot
relations, that the downstream
ion z velocity
is larger than the upstream normal (x) velocity and that the downstream
ions are much
hotter than the upstream ions. In this calculation the r!ectrons are sssumed to be adiabatic
(7’e - nl- 1). The middle panels show the same results at f2it = 25. Plasma is continuously
injected at the left boundary to maintain a uniform upstream state. The density profile
shows that a steep si:ock front is still present, but some hot ions have leaked ahead of
A magnetic wavetrain has started to form. At later time
the shock from downstream
(fl,t = 50), the wavctri~in has extcndwl further downstream
and the shock front is more
diffuse M ions cont,illue to Icak ups: ream [Swift, 1983]. Later, we will show the same shock
at a furtll(’r point in time dnd discuss more of the results.
A SCC.OHCI
r]lrthod to form shocks is to let the incident plasma slream reflect off the
right wall of the systcrn The ions then couple via some instability to pI educe a hot plasma
near the wall and thu shock propagates back toward the upstream.
This method has the
advanttigc that no prcsupposcci downstream state is assumed. Such a techn; quc has been
used successfully by Quest [J987] fur generating parallel shocks. The sarnc method w~q
IISPCI
hy Winskc C( al, [lW5a~ for producing slow sl)ocks, w shown in Figure 3. Wllilc this
schcrnc gives a wcli dcfilld shock fro]lt, it hu two major drawbacks:
first, the wavrtrilil~
forms right at the w;lll; swond. OIIC must run the calculation to very long times ill ordor
to get thr shock awiiy froll] tllc br)lll](lary,

A major dificulty with all of these methods is that the shock formation time (flit >50,
fli= upstream ion gyrofrequency)
is very long, which translates
into significant coinputational costs (- 1 Cray hour for 1-D shocks). More complete calculations in two dimensions
would be prohibitively
expensive. Clearly, more efficient methods to initialize slow shock
simulations in which remnants of the initial state or the boundary conciitions do not play
a significant role are needect. Calculatioris with more realistic initial conditions may help
to explain why so few slow shocks are observed in the solar wirld.
B. Shock Structure
Figure 4 shows profilec of the slow shock of Figure 2 at much later times (C?it = 200):
U=-x and Vz-x ion ph=e space, and profiles of the density (n), magnetic field magnit~lde
(B) and B=. One notices that the wavetrain now extends farther downstream;
the waves
decre=e in amplitude and wavelengt~ with distance from the front of the shock. In w.-x
space it is seen that the hot downstream
ions continue to leak through the shock. These
backstreaming
ions are also seen in W.-X space, but in this panel the predominant
feature
region. By comparing with the
are the large excursions of the ions in the downstream
13z profile, it is evident that the ions follow the magnetic field through the shock. The
ion density increases gradually through the shock layer from upstream to the downstream
state; the layer width continues to exp?.nd in time as the wavetrain grows [Corcmiti, 1971].
The magnetic field magnitude
(B) rises slightly above its upstream value at the start of
the wavetrain, then decays to its downstream value.
We have also carried out a number of simulations tor a variety of upstream conditions
[Stover and Winske , unpublished].
Results of some of three runs showing the magnetic
wavetrain a~c displayed in Figure 5. In each case. profiles of Bv versus x are shown at the
same time (ii, t = 200) for conditions similar to those in Figure 2, except as noted, The c. i,
difference with the CEEWgiven in the previous figures is that here the initial downstrcal ~
ions are colder and the electrons are ohmically heated, a~ discassed later, The top three
panels of Figure 5 compare ewes with different upstream ion beta (~l=O.OO1, 0.01, 0.1).
Generally, the wavelength and damping coefficient incre=c with /3,. ‘l’he next three panels
compare switch off shocks at various d~,l [UE~ = 75° (&fA = .2G), 45° (.’71), 30° (,87)]:
the wavelength and damping dccremcnt decrease with d~~, The last panel displays the
w~vctrain for a shock away from the switch off limit: OD~ = 55°, MA = O.G. Compared
to the switch off case at hf~ = 0.5, the arnp!itudc i,q smaller, the wave] cllgth is sligb.t.ly
shorter and the dampiug is stronger away from switch ofr.
A preliminary imalysis of the w~vclengtfis calculated in the sirrrulations and the thm[ 19’71]
(his
low
beta
]int!urizmf
uquations,
4.1-4.2) h- bcr; n carried
rctica] results of (;OrCJlliti
out [Stovcr and Wiliskc, unpublished].
Ovcrall, thcrr is rough agrccmcnt, and again it is
an area for morr Etucfy: both to includo more of thr physics in the numerical solutions
of the wmvct, rnin cqunt:ons a3 wrl] a~ to carry ollt bctt~ r analysis of tllc simulations.
Itl
SIIOUI(!also bc nottml tll~t thr dall]pil~g in thr simul~tion (!ecrcascs will] tir]lc toward tllr
fluid Iinlit Wi[lsk~ et rd. [IVHS{L}.‘1’tlc Ilrgrr dlln)])il]g ill the higllcr ion bvtn cn3r n]ay
Ruggvsl killotic ILSw(’II aLs Icsistivr [!illlll);[l~ ]n:ly I)c itnl)ortilllt [Swifl, ]!)8;]]. Altrrrlui, ivvly,
!5

the higher ion beta may merely give rise to more rapid phase mixing and thus destruction
of the coherent wavetrain sooner [Quest, private communication].
C. Electron

Model

Another unresolved issue is the proper electron model to use. The underlying philosophy of the hybrid method is that the electrons are relatively unimportant
and ion effects
dominant.
On the other hand, Hada et al. [unpublished] have shown that the wave properties of the slow mode change with beta (i.e., double adiabat!c or kinetic e!ectron models
give slow waves with phase speeds greater than the intermediate
speed at high beta) and
argue for the need for a CGL equation of state in the simulations.
For the calculations
in the last subsection the electrons were either adiabatic or ohmically heated with a reare possible
sistivity V = q4n/w, = 2 x 10 ‘G. Other electron m&d.els (e.g., Tc=constant)
u well. Figure 6 compares the wavetrains of slow shocks at the same time for the same
upstream conditions (same as Figure 2) when the electrons are: (a) adiabatically
heated
(with q = 5/3), (b) ohmically heated, and (c) isothermal.
The results show some difference in the wavetrain structure.
The ohmically heated case has the longest wavetrain, the
adiabatic case has the strongest damped wavetrain, while the ;sothermal c-e has the least
wavetrain damping just behind the shock front. The wavelengths are slightly different in
each case M well.
D. Potentials
A fourth interesting,
but not well studied feature of slow shocks is the role of the
electrostatic
potential.
Recent work [Schwartz et al., 1987, and references therein] has
shown that the electrostatic
potential is frame dependent.
In the de Hoffman Teller frame,
which corrcsponcis to moving along the upstream or downstream
magnetic field, there is
no motional electric field and the change in the electron er.ergy is directly related to # in
where
~N1
this [r&me (~}’~ ). For f=t ShOC!iS @ fIT < ~NI,
is the potential
in the frame
where the plasma is normally incident on the shock (e.g., the simulation frame), implying
that the electron gain at f=t shocks is much less than that lost by the ions. On the other
hand, for a slow shock @‘{T > @N’ [Schwartz et al., 1987], indicating that the electron
gain is greater than the ion 10SS. Figure 7 shows profiles of 4N1 and #HT for the same
shock shown in Figure 4. Although @N’ is large, N the ion incident energy (E. = ~iV~/2)
at the shock, the ions are not reflected electrostatically,
because they follow the magnetic
field rotations throu~}l the shock. Tho profile of @‘1 ha.. a very similar shape to that of
change across the
I?u (cf. top panel of Figuic 6). In this czuw tllc electron temperature
shock is about the upstream temperature
and @“7/Eo - 1. For comparison,
the bottom
panel of Figure 7 shows f$“T for the ca.w with resistively heated electrons (corresponding
jump, and thus 4’{7’,
to the top panel ili I’igurc 6). In this caw thr electron temperature
is somewhat Iarg(’r.
E. lon I)ynnnlics

simulations can be most useful. As mentioned earlier, the incoming ions follow the magfrom the following
netic wavetrain through the sl,ock. This behavior can be understood
argument.
The force on the ions in the y direction

is given by

Fy = e(Eu + VZBZ – V=D=)
In the upstream
region, J’Y = O and since J’. = O, this implies the motional electric
region of the switch off shock, ~, = O and since
field, Ev = Vz113z1. In the downstream
J3v is constant across ~he shock, VZ2 = –EV/J3z = –V=l Bzl /Bz, which in general gives
accelerated flow~ (V2 > V1) in the downstream
region.
However, if one imagines that
the shock switches OR rapidly, then just at the switch OH point,, V= k sti]l zero from the
upstream,
but B= is now zero, so that FY > 0, The ions wi!l thus accelerate in the y
direction.
Once they have received this kick in the y direction, they gyrate about the
downstream
field (B=). The transverse ion velocity and the magnetic field vary together
Bu,
V=
- l?=), m can be inferred from Eqns. 2.7-2.8 of Coroniti [1971], leading to
(v,
the formation of the wavetrain.
In addition, a number of ions (< 10%) return upstieam
[Swift, 1983; Winske et al,,
1985a]. While particle orbits of incoming ions [Stover and Winske, unpublished] show that
rome of the ions are turned around deep in the shock layer, most of the backs treaming
ions in Figure 4 come from the downstream population.
TL demonstrate
this more clearly,
we replot the Uz-x phase space and B= profile from Figure 4 on the top half of Figure
8. The middle panels correspond
to another simulation
with the same parameters
as
Figure 4, but with ohmically heated electrons and correspondingly
colder downstream
ions. Several curious features appear. First, there are less backstreaming
ions at the front
of the wavetrain, suggesting the colder ions cannot catch up to the shock easily [Edmiston
and Kennel, 1986]. Second, as noted in Figure 6, the magnetic wavetrain is much longer
and cleaner, which suggests there is less damping because of the colder ions. Third, the
shock tends to drift upstream somewhat.
Finally, upstream of the start of the wavetrain
there is an expanding grad~al bulge on h’= that propagates upstream and slows the incident
It again points out the need to be careful in
ions well upstream of the shock transition.
More observations of ions escaping from the front of
initializing these kinds of simulations.
slow shocks will be a major ‘ielp in selecting proper downstream states as well the electron
equation of siatc to usc in the calculations,
F. Alpha Particles
Usually, alpha part. iclcs comprise u small, but not insignificant fraction of the solar
wind population.
Richter et al. [1985] have s’iown for their interplanetary
slow shock that
the alpha particle contribution
to tllc Ilan’ ine-lIugoniot
relations is important
to ot)tail]
the proper shocl: conditiorls.
An illt(’rrs~ “ng qumtioll is what happens to such ions W1lIIH
Silllulal’.)ns of f,~st shocks S1]OWthat heavy ions tclld to
they cncountcr ii slow shock
into the
bc unuirerted hy ttlc clw--tric ficl(l ilt ttlc stl(~rk frol]t. lnstcad, thry propagate
dowllstrr;llll rrgit)li, wll(’rr tt)(’y gyri~tv i]) tll(’ strol]gcr rl];lg]lvtric licld illi(l prr}la~)s rrt,l]rll
7

to the shock front [Winske et al., 1985b; Omidi et al., 1986], The bottom panel of Figure 8
shows Uz-x phase space for alpha particles at late time (O, t = 300) in a simulation identical
to that in the middle panels. Like the protons, the alpha particles follow the magnetic field
through the shock. Far downstream
the alphas phase mix and are left strongly heated,
but it is not clear whether any of them can eventually leak back upstream.
Although the
alpha particles comprise 5% of the incident ~topulation in this case, the structure
of the
shock and the wavetrain are not changed significantly.
G. Dissipation
The important
feature of most of the slow shocks that have observed in the solar
wind and the magnetotail
is the absence of the trailing magnetic wavetrain.
While this
may be due to a lack of temporal resolution in the measurements
(interplanetary
shocks
traveling past the spacecraft too fast), or in the case of the magnetotail,
to not enough
room in the boundary
layer to fit in a wavetrain, an alterr.ative explanation
is that the
wavetrain is dzmped by a large (anomalous) resist ivity. Because the density and magnetic
field gradients are antiparallel,
the mostly likely candidate to produce such a resistivity is
the lower hybrid drift instability [e.g., Lemons and Gary, 1978]. However, there is little
evidence from plasma wave [Scarf et al., 1984; Coroniti et af., unpublished]
or electron
me~urements
[Schwartz et al., 1987] in the magm-etotail that strong wave particle scattering
is occurring. Pl~ma heating by high frequency, ion acoustic waves is also a possibility, but
like at the subcritical fast shock, the ion acoustic turbulence level is probably too low to
be important for heating [Winske et al., 1987], although the presence of ion acoustic like
waves may suggest the existence of backstreaming
ions [Greenstadt and Mellott, 1987], So
far, however, a detailed study of possible microinstabilities
and their effect at the leading
edge of the current layer of a slow shock has not been carried out.

H. 2-D Effects
A,lother explanation
for the absence of a wavetrain may be that it is destroyed by
2-D effects, not included in the present 1-D simulations.
For example. the Alfven ion
cyclotron instability, which is excited by a temperature
anisotropy in the ions (T’ll > Till),
operates at f~t shocks and isotropizes the ions in the downstream
region [Thomas and
Brecht, 1986]. As noted previously, the absence of a good method to initialize a slow
shock simulation implies that the calculations must be run to a very long time in a large
system, which precludes a 2-D calculation at the present time. One could conceivably use
the results of a 1-D calculation,
assuming spatial homogeneity
in the second dimension,
to initialize the 2-D simulation with a wavetrain already in place. Of course, it is best
to understand
the 1-D structure
as well = possible before extensive studies of 2-D arc
untlertakcn.
I. Summary
This

rattler

lcl~gttly list of prol)lcms dues not constitute
8

a compictc

set, but is instead

merely a starting point. Some of the questions are rather straightforward
and only require
It
some diligent effort. Other are more difficult and need much more thinking through.
is a fair guess to predict that some of these issues will be resolved, but many other will
remain by the time of Solar Wind Sev n.

4. Conclusions
Time dependent numerical simulations of slow shocks have been reviewed. The MHD
calculations
show that slow shocks are an important
element in magnetic reconnection,
but the simulations can .ot resolve the trailing wavetrain structure.
Such wavetrains are
clearly seen in the hybrid-kinetic
calculations that include ion inertia and gyroradius scales,
but as yet quantitative
comparisons with theory have not been carried out, A number of
other issues related to particle dynamics and the overall field structure
in the hybrid
simulations are still unresolved and remain challenging questions to be investigated in the
future. Finally, it must be emphasized that successful numerical modeling requires deti~iled
comparison with observations.
In order to achieve the level of understanding
of slow shocks
that presently exists for f=t shocks, more complete observations
of more slow shocks in
the solar wind are needed.
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